GOST™ Launches Xtreme Mini Dome Stainless Steel Camera For Harsh Environments


The GOST Xtreme Mini Dome is a super low light miniature dome camera machined from a solid block of high-grade 316L stainless steel, hand polished to a mirror finish. The camera can be surface or flush mounted and comes standard with a 3.6mm lens which provides a 90° degree view. It is also available with a 2.45mm wide angle lens, which provides a 150° degree view.

The Xtreme Mini Dome has been designed for extremely harsh environments for both internal and external use. This unique camera has passed several controlled experiments by independent bodies to test its strength and has always exceeded expectations. The stainless steel housing is backed by a 15 year warranty, with a three year warranty on the internal camera. The Xtreme Mini Dome is ideal for yachts, commercial vessels, oil rigs or any other marine area where extreme conditions exist. And its super small size (see below) makes it perfect for all applications.
• 1/3” Sony Super HAD Color 3D~DNR
• High resolution 600TV lines color, 700TV lines B/W
• Day & Night capability with high sensitivity
• 0.00019Lux in full color
• Sens-up (x 256)
• 3.6 mm fixed lens (2.45 wide angle also available)
• IP67 rated
• Mirror dome standard, with clear dome option
• Power DC 12V, 90mA
• Ultimate 3 axis gimbal
• On Screen Display (OSD) controls to adjust camera settings & reverse the image to make it a back up camera for use when docking the vessel with visibility of the aft deck

For more information about the new GOST Xtreme Mini Dome camera and other GOST boat security, monitoring, tracking, video surveillance, acoustic deterrent and cloaking products, visit www.gostglobal.com or call 1+954.565.9898.
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